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Summary

Before the turn of the century Copenhagen will open Phase 1 of a completely new Minimetro system
serving the City and its inner suburbs.

This paper summarises the findings of a comparative analysis of 3 possible system solutions:
− A automated Minimetro system
− A manned tram system
− A manned Light Rail system

After an introduction of the different systems investigated the most important findings are discussed and it is
concluded that the minimetro system is chosen because of:
− A greater ability to attract passengers.
− Fewer inconveniences to the citizens of Copenhagen during the construction and operation.
− Greater safety, with fewer accidents during operation.
− The environmental impact during operation is smaller.
− The Net Present Value and a socio-economic analysis both proved the Minimetro to be superior to the

other alternatives.
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Introduction

Ørestadsselskabet, owned by the City of Copenhagen and the Danish Government is in charge of planning
and constructing the New Urban Railway in Copenhagen.

The alignment of the urban railway is established in the Ørestad Act, whereas the final choice of system is
open. The Act uses the term Light Rail, thereby indicating that this is not an extension of the S-train
network. The final system choice rests with the board of Ørestadsselskabet. Ørestadsselskabet has chosen
to examine three alternatives:

− An automated Driverless minimetro in an exclusive right-of-way
− A driver operated tram at street level
− A driver operated Light Rail partly in an exclusive right-of-way

In May 1994 Ørestadsselskabet commenced the analysis and preparation of a Programme and Outline
Proposal for these 3 alternatives. The work was carried out by a number of Danish and foreign consultants
who, in autumn 1994, reported the results of their investigations and evaluations to Ørestadsselskabet.

The development of the new Urban Railway is divided into 3 phases of financial reasons. The Outline
Proposal mainly investigates phase 1, except for aspects where it is more relevant to compare the effects of
all 3 phases such as traffic forecasts, accidents etc.

The main findings of the analysis are summarised in this paper.

Description of the three alternative urban railway systems

Minimetro

The mini metro is an automated urban railway. The trains will have no driver’s cab. Instead, a train captain
will be present on the train. The system will be configured for at scheduled minimum headway of 90
seconds between trains. These headways facilitate short trains and platforms and hence relatively cheap
underground stations. The trains are powered from a 3rd Rail system facilitating minimum tunnel diameter
and hence cheapest tunnel construction while avoiding an unattractive overhead conductor system in
Ørestad.

On all sections the mini metro will run in an exclusive right-of-way. On the central section under the city
centre it will run in tunnel in the limestone strata with platform level 20 metres below ground. On the section
through Ørestad it will be either elevated or at grade with grade separation at road crossings.

The combination of a 100% exclusive right-of-way and short turn-around times due to the flexible
automatic train control system means that the round-trip run time for the trains will be relatively short, and
the demand for vehicles correspondingly low.



All deep underground stations are fitted with escalators to ensure quick access times. All stations are
eqipped with lifts and other facilities for disabled passengers. The platforms will be approx. 50 m long
centre platforms to ensure full flexibility in operation of the system specially in Fall-Back situations.

For the construction of the tunnel a tunnel boring technique combined with cut-and-cover stations, ensures
a very safe solution in terms of construction with a passenger-friendly and aesthetically pleasing solution. It
is a unique design permitting daylight at the stations and relatively shallow platform levels. At street level the
stations are only discernible to the necessary degree to make the location of the Minimetro visible.

The train sets are up to 50 m long articulated vehicles which will accommodate up to approx. 400
passengers. The train sets are forseen as standard products with low noise and vibration levels, high fire
safety, high comfort, easy maintainability etc.

Tram

The tram solution is a driver-operated urban tramway, characterised by being fully visible and easily
accessible in the city. The system will be configured for a scheduled minimum headway of 2½ minutes
between trams. This headway corresponds to twice the typical cycle time of the city’s existing street
signalling system. A more advanced tram priority has not been accounted for, as this would require a
comprehensive renewal of the city’s street signalling system and consequently create barriers for other road
users.

The tram will only operate at grade, where possible in reserved street areas, but where the existing
infrastructure is difficult together with the other road users. In Ørestad the tram will be running in an
exclusive right-of-way with level crossings. However, grade separation will be established at Bella Center
and at the crossing with the road/rail link to Sweden. The trams will be powered by overhead conductor
system.

For fallback operation in connection with high congestion of the road traffic through the city, an alternative
alignment via the City Hall has been included in order to ensure a reasonable level of reliability. The
alternative alignment is constructed to a simpler standard than other sections. The length of the alternative
route of about 2 km.

The tram stops are low-level platforms distinctly visible in the streets, and in the old part of the city they are
placed more frequently than for the other considered systems, typically at a spacing of 500 m. For street
service the normal road user regulations will apply.

The trams are foreseen as approx. 35 m long articulated low-floor vehicles which will accommodate 230
passengers. As for the Minimetro Rolling Stock, the trams are forseen as standard products with low noise
and vibration levels, high comfort, easy maintainability etc.



Light Rail

The driver-operated Light Rail is a variant combining aspects of the tram  and the minimetro. Under the city
centre the Light Rail operates as the minimetro in tunnel, but comes to the surface earlier and operates as
the tram through the inner suburbs. In Ørestad it operates with level crossings as the tram.

The system is laid out as for the tram with a scheduled minimum headway between the trains of 2½ minutes
corresponding to twice the typical cycle time in the existing street signalling system. The longer service
interval necessitates somewhat longer trains and platforms (70 m) and hence relatively more expensive
underground stations. The power supply is an overhead conductor system necessitating a somewhat larger
tunnel diameter and hence more expensive tunnel construction.

The tunnel stations are similar to the minimetro and the street level stops are similar to the tram.
At street level the stations of the underground section are only discernible to the necessary degree to make
the location of the Light Rail visible. The few stops are 0,30 m high, 70 m long platforms. The platforms are
primarily island platforms.

The rolling Stock is foreseen to be similar to the tram system. Service is planned with trains consisting of
two train sets. For street service the road user regulations will apply.

Key figures for the three system solutions are listed below

Performance Minimetro Tram Light Rail

Max. speed (km/h) 80 80 80

Min radius at line (m) 240 20 20

Min. radius at depot (m) 50 20 20

Max. gradient (%) 6 4 6

Min. tunnel diameter. (m) 4.9 - 5.1

Max. train length (m) 53 35 70

Platform length (m) 53 32 70

Platform height (m) 0.85 0.3 0.3

Power supply 750 V DC 3rd Rail 750 V DC overhead 750 V DC overhead

Signalling Fully automated Signalling except on
street sections

Signalling except on
street sections

Min scheduled. headway (sec) 90 150 150



Rolling Stock Minimetro Tram Light Rail

Length (m) 26.4 34.6 34.6

Width (m) 2.65 2.65 2.65

Height (m) 3.4 3.4 3.4

Floor height (m) 0,85 0.35 0.35

Net weight estimated (ton) 30 40 40

Door width (mm) 1600 1600 1600

Door type Slide Plug Slide Plug Slide Plug

Seated passengers 32-56 62-78 62-78

Standing passengers 136-173 160-176 160-176

Total number of passengers 192-205 238 238

Max. speed (km/h) 80 80 80

Acceleration (m/s²) 1.3 1.3 1.3

Deceleration at service braking 1.2 1.3 1.3

Infrastructure Minimetro Tram Light Rail

Phase 1 1+2+3 1 1+2+3 1 1+2+3

Length (km) 11 22 11 + 2 22 11 22

- of which in tunnel 5 8 - - 4 5

- of which in street - - 5 + 2 8 1.5 2

Number of crossings - - 4-5 approx. 15 4-5 approx.
15

Number of stations 11 23 14 27 12 25

- of which in tunnels 6 8 - - 4 4

Traffic forecasts

A computer based traffic forecast model was developed to calculate the anticipated future traffic on the 3
different alternatives. The model is structured as a sequential model with stocastic assignment.

The model takes the following factors into account:
− The planned extension of the infrastructure in the region



− The changes in bus and train service after the opening of the urban railway
− Statistical forecasts of population and workplaces
− Plans for development of Ørestad with approx. 3 mill. m² of dwellings and business space
− Development in car ownership and parking possibilities
− Travel expenses and travel time
− All relevant data typical to urban transport modes in Copenhagen: frequency, transfer times, capacity,

comfort, access times (time getting from starting point to platform).
− Network for private-, public-, bicycle- and “walk” transport in the Greater Copenhagen area.
− Capacity restrictions in peak hour traffic.

The following scenarios where run on the model:
- Year 2000 when phase 1 is initialised.
- Year 2010 when all 3 phases are operational and half of Ørestaden has been developed.
- Year 20xx when all 3 phases are operational and all of Ørestaden has been developed.

The results of  the run are listed below

Alternative Minimetro Tram Light Rail

Year 2000 2010 20xx 2000 2010 20xx 2000 2010 20xx

Mill. boarding/year 28 69 80 5 43 51 20 63 74

Mill. pass.-km/year 329 149 288

Mean length of journey (km) 4.0 2.9 3.9

As the table shows, the Minimetro alternative in all 3 scenarios attracts a greater number of passengers than
either of the Tram and the Light Rail alternative. The same relationship is valid for the number of passenger-
km travelled per year.

The relationship between the forecasted boardings in 20xx between the different alternatives closely follows
that of average speed for each alternative

The main factors causing the varying passenger numbers are assessed to be due to the higher travel speed,
higher frequency, higher reliability and better safety for the minimetro system.

Accidents

An often disregarded difference between alternative public transport systems is the number and seriousness
of accidents. The risk policy of Ørestadsselskabet is based on the desire to minimise risk on a cost-
effective basis. To assess this a comparison of  forecast accidents was analysed. The analysis exclusively
covers the operational phase.



The risk analysis is based on experience from risk assessments and analyses of similar traffic systems and
gathering of information from various sources, notably:

− Accident data reported from 155 operating Light Rail systems for the year 1992, comprising 93
fatalities and 3372 cases of injuries;

− Detailed information from Light Rail systems in Chicago, Frankfurt, Gothenburg, Lille, London, Lyon,
Manchester, Stuttgart, Toulouse, Vancouver, Vienna and Zurich;

− Accident statistics from Danish State Railways (DSB), Swedish State Railways (SJ) and British Rail
(BR);

− Survey of more than 30 major fires in railway tunnels systems;
− Expert panel sessions.
 

Seven types of (expected primary) hazards have been identified and selected for further investigation in the
risk analysis:
− Collision with persons
− Collision with road vehicle
− Derailment
− Collision vehicle - vehicle
− Fire in vehicle
− Fire in tunnel or underground station
− Contact with third Rail or overhead wire

The selected hazards are characterised either by a high frequency of occurrence or by a potential for very
severe consequences with many fatalities.

Each of the above hazards is broken down in a Fault Tree. Sub-events which are not split up further are
then assessed with respect to probability and the frequency of the hazards can be calculated.

For the purpose of comparing the risks of the 3 alternatives the consequences (types of accidents) have
been divided into the following 5 classes of casualties:

Catastrophe Approx. 100 fatal accidents
Serious Approx. 10 fatal accidents
Major Approx. 1 fatal accidents
Small Several injuries
Trivial Bruises



The anticipated number of accidents per year for the 3 alternatives analysed is:

Alternative Minimetro Tram Light Rail

Consequence Catastrophe 0.0004 - 0.0003

classes / total Serious 0.0013 0.0017 0.0044

number of Major 0.3 1.1 0.9

accidents per year Small 0.51 3.6 2.7

in Phase 1 Trivial 7 50 38

Fatalities per year 0.3 1.1 1.0

Mill. Pass. per year 329 149 288

Fatalities per Billion. pass.-km (index) 100 787 339

The conclusions of the analysis are as follows:
− Street service will increase the frequency of minor accidents.
− Underground sections incur potential risks of very serious but extremely rare accidents.
− Driverless operation will reduce the risk of collision vehicle-vehicle, and will not increase the risk of

collision with persons.
− The overall risk from the point of view of society is lower for the mini metro than for Light Rail and

tramway, in spite of the number of passengers carried being higher for the minimetro.
− The analysis also shows that an inherently reliable system is a necessary prerequisite for a high level of

safety and operational reliability.

Inconvenience during construction

An important issue in the choice of system is the inconvenience which will be inflicted on the citizens of
Copenhagen during construction and operation of the urban railway.

In the construction period the minimetro will have major work sites at all the tunnel station sites and minor
work sites at ventilation shafts. The inconvenience will all be limited to these areas. To minimise the number
of lorries travelling the city, a solution has been adopted where an emergency shaft near the harbour is used
to pick up the excavated tunnel material and transport it out of the city centre by barge. Likewise the tunnel
lining segments are brought into the tunnel here.

In the Ørestad area the inconveniencie will be minor as it is a non built-up area.

At all the street sections in the tram alternative a complete renewal of the street from facade to facade is
necessary. All “elements” in the street will be squeezed leading to abolition of bus lanes, approaches to



shops, parking spaces etc. All pipes and cables direct conflicting with the construction and placed
longitudinally under the track would have to be relocated to prevent subsequent repair and connection
works causing interruptions to the tram operation. The latter showed to be a major obstacle and very
costly. The relocation of pipes and cables in the tram alternative were estimated to be 3 times as expensive
as the relocation in the minimetro alternative, and account for nearly 25 % of the total tram budget for
phase 1.

As the tram operates in some of the main traffic ateries, the impact on the remaining road traffic in the city
will probably be more frequent congestion and slower through traffic.

 The inconveniences for the Light Rail are more or less similar to the Minimetro in the city centre and similar
to the tram where the Light Rail runs in streets.

Environment in Copenhagen

The environmental effects of the systems were assessed, taking into account:
− Noise and vibration
− Emissions
− Visual and architectural considerations
− Contaminated soil etc.

Noise and vibration in the construction periods follows the findings in the section on inconvenience. In the
operational phase the minimetro and Light Rail is led through the medieval city centre in tunnel noiseless to
the citizen above. The tram will not affect the noise pattern in the city. On sections outside the city centre
there is practically no difference between the 3 alternative systems.

The visual impact from the minimetro is very low as it only is visible by descents to tunnel stations, skylight
and ventilation shafts. For the tram system a major concern is the visual impact of the overhead conductor
system on the medieval city centre as the line passes a number of the city’s historical landmarks and runs
through streets with historical buildings. For the Light Rail the impact is similar to the Minimetro in the city
centre and similar to the tram where the Light Rail runs in streets.

An estimate of over the amount of contaminated soil which has to be removed and treated in phase 1 is
worse for the tram alternative than for the other two alternatives, mainly because of the many street
sections. It is illustrated below:

Minimetro Tram Light Rail

Slightly contaminated 12,500 m² 20,000 m² 12,000 m²

Heavily contaminated 5,000 m² 10,000 m² 6,000 m²

On sections outside the city centre there is minor difference between the 3 alternative systems.



Economy

A number of financial comparisons and key figures for the 3 alternatives are illustrated below:

No Minimetro Tram Light Rail

1 Capital cost phase 1 Mill. DKKr 3,600 2,000 3,700

2 Capital cost all phases Mill. DKKr 5,200 3,900 4,900

3 Net Present Value 1995 Mill. DKKr - 1,500 - 1,900 - 1,700

4 Internal Rate of return % 2.4 0.5 2.0

5 Socio-economic index Value/pass.-km/yr
(index)

100 13 50

6 Mill. Pass-km 329 149 288

7 Cap. cost/pass.-km/yr. Index 100 163 106

8 NPV/pass.-km/year Index 100 262 121

Re 3 & 4: Incl.: Capital cost, operating and maintenance cost, ticket revenue, other revenue. Based on a
30 year period at a discount of 5 %

Re 5: The analysis include: Capital cost, net effect of O & M cost for the urban railway, the city
buses and the S-train; road user effects such as shorter journey times, traffic safety and
environmental effects (But not cost of accidents).

The results show that even though the minimetro has the highest capital cost it is the best value for money in
the long run. The Light Rail system is very close to the minimetro system both in capital cost and NPV, so
choosing the minimetro gives all the extra benefit of the Driverless operation for a little extra cost

Conclusions

After an extensive study of the 3 described systems taking into account all relevant factors it can be
concluded that the Minimetro:
− Provides the passengers with the best service with respect to travel time, frequency, reliability and

safety, and hence attracts more passengers.
− Will create less inconvenience for the citizens of Copenhagen during the construction and operational

period, especially as compared to the tram system.
− Is a safer and more reliable system with very fewer accidents compared to the alternatives
− Environmental impact during operation is negligible in the city centre and less than the tram system in the

construction period.
− Initially is more expensive than the other systems, especially the substantially cheaper tram, but seen

over a number of years, and from a socio-economic point of view, the minimetro is superior.



Postscript

In late 1994 Ørestadsselskabets Board decided invite tenders for the minimetro system on the basis of the
findings in the comparison described here. Since then the Minimetro specifications have been developed
further.

In July 1995 Ørestadsselskabet submitted tender specification on a full Minimetro system to a number of
pre-qualified bidders.

Ørestadsselskabet expect to sign contracts for phase 1 in spring 1996 and with phase 1 programmed to be
in operation by the turn of the century.


